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Gallery
Trail

Search the gallery

Bird
Fisherman

8

Book
Flower

Butterfly
Newspaper

Snow White is hiding in one of the pictures. Can you
find her? Write the number of the picture
she is in in the box on the right.

9

Look at picture 22

The sea in the artwork is rough
and stormy. What would you like
to see if you went to the seaside?
__________________________
__________________________
Can you draw it in the box on the
right?

10

Look at picture 7

This is a violin. Can you draw your favourite instrument on the
chalkboard below the picture? Do you play an instrument?
What instrument did you draw on the chalkboard?
__________________________________________________

Gallery @ Half Moon

Look for these things. When you find them in one of the
pictures, write the picture number in the box next to the word.

1

Look at picture 41

5

How do you think this girl feels?
________________________________________________

This is picture 35.
The picture is of someone’s dinner. What vegetables
do you have for dinner? Draw your favourite
vegetable in the box below.

What colours can you see in the picture?
________________________________________________

2

Look at picture 27

The picture is of a boat. There are some more boats
in the exhibition. Can you find them? How many
boats are there? Write the answer in this box.

3

Look at picture 45

If you look carefully, you can see a tennis racket. Do you like
playing sports? On the chalkboard below the picture draw a
sport you like to play.

4

This is picture 42. Can you see any animals in the
other pictures? How many can you find? What
animals are they? Try drawing your favourite animal
in the box below.

6

Which is your favourite picture?

Can you tell the artist why you like that picture?
Tell the artist why you like the colours / what’s shown in the picture.
Tell the artist how the picture makes you feel.
Hello! I like picture number ____________________________
which is called __________________________________

_____________________________________________
I like it because _________________________________

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
It makes me feel _________________________________

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

